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Food & Lifestyle 
 

Iron Chef Morimoto's two newest eateries now 
open in Waikiki 
 

 

By Katie Murar and Eugene Tanner  

Iron Chef Masaharu Morimoto’s two newest restaurants are now open in the Alohilani 
Resort, marking a return to Oahu for the celebrity chef. 

“The Alohilani Resort is the only property in the world where I have two of my 
restaurants, Morimoto Asia which opened in February and Momosan which opened on 
May 8,” Morimoto told Pacific Business News. “So, these restaurants are very special to 
me.” 

Morimoto Asia opened in the former 24 Hour Fitness space on the second floor of the 
hotel—which recently completed its $115 million redevelopment—and is the more 
upscale than Momosan, which has a ramen bar and an outdoor beer garden. 

“Morimoto Asia is pan Asian meaning I created a menu that’s not only Japanese but also 
represents China, Thailand and other Asian cuisines. It’s a fun, fine dining experience  
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that showcases a lot of my favorite dishes with incredible views of Waikiki Beach,” 
Morimoto said. “Momosan is more casual and focuses on several types of Ramen and 
Yakitori, which are grilled dishes, plus a wide selection of sake and beer including 
several of my Morimoto signature selections.” 

Popular menu items at Morimoto Asia include the tuna pizza, beef carpaccio, roasted 
duck caesar salad and grilled kalbi.   

In addition to ramen and an extensive sake menu, Momosan will serve small plates such 
as pork gyoza, yakitori and classic izakaya style rice dishes. 

About 80 employees have been hired for the two restaurants, which are led by General 
Manager Chase Heu. 

The two eateries are iterations of concepts that Morimoto previously opened on the 
Mainland. Morimoto Asia first debuted at Disney Springs in Orlando in 2015, while 
Momosan opened in New York City the next year. 

“They provide two very different types of restaurants for resort guests to experience 
during their stay at Alohilani and also for the local diners who are interested in trying 
different styles of my cooking,” Morimoto said. 

Rockwell Group was tapped for the design of the eateries, which include open floor 
plans and glass walls that separate diners from the kitchen but offer views of the food 
preparation. 

 
 


